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Abstract
Multiple Sequence Alignment (MSA) of DNA and protein sequences is one of the
most essential techniques in the fields of molecular biology, computational biology
and bioinformatics. It aids the identification and prediction of three dimensional
structures, primary functions and evolutionary relatedness amongst groups of
species, organisms, and genes. Since as the completion of the Human Genome
Project and with the advent of sequencing initiatives such as the Genome lOK
project, the rate of genome sequencing has increased exponentially, producing vast
amounts of DNA and protein sequences. MSA algorithms, when applied to such
sequence data, can identify common homology, structure and function to aid disease
recognition, medicine discovery and gain better overall knowledge of genomes and
proteins. Therefore MSA analysis of such large sequence data sets is fundamental in
order to facilitate future medical discoveries.
Clustal Omega, is viewed by many as a leading multiple sequence alignment
algorithm, aligning more than 190,000 sequences on a single processor in a few
hours with high quality and faster processing times than its predecessors. However,
despite these capabilities, due to scale of sequence data being produced, there is a
requirement for an algorithm that can align vast quantities of sequences, spanning
multiple disks, in a cost effective and timely manner. Such “big data” techniques,
while very much in their infancy, are currently employed in the technology sector to
process and analyse large data sets generated from social media software.
This thesis proposes a distributed and parallelised solution for Clustal Omega using
the Hadoop/MapReduce ’big data’ paradigm. A detailed design for the pairwise
alignment component is provided. Given that Hadoop is currently able to process a
PB of data in 16.25 hours and TB in 62 seconds, the proposed system will be able to
realise cost effective and timely large scale alignment of PB sized sequence data sets.

Chapter 1. Introduction
Alignment of nucleotide and amino acid sequences is essential for many biology
based disciplines such as molecular biology, bioinformatics and computational
biology. Sequence alignment enables evolutionary and structural identification of
new nucleotides and protein sequences (Edgar, 2004). The multiple sequence
alignment process is an essential primary technique to many fields of biology. It is
the starting point in the identification and confirmation of previously unknown DNA
or protein sequences. Multiple sequence alignments are particularly useful when
trying to identify the relationships between similar genes and/or proteins, which may
be expressed by different organisms or species or when studying the diverged
relationship between sequences of the same organism (Chenna et ah, 2003). This
process is integral as it allows scientists to evaluate the impact that mutation in
sequences may have on individuals in one particular species or the variation it
introduces across many different species. Also in the biopharmaceutical and
biomedical fields, multiple sequence alignments have an important role in the
preparation of certain vaccines which may be produced from a modified protein
strand, which without sequence alignment, would be impossible to complete.

Furthermore, multiple sequenee alignments are used in order to find and identify the
homology of new sequences, as well as to aid protein structure and function
prediction, as shown in Fig. 1 (Kim et ah, 2004).

Protein structure

Protein Function

Figure 1. Illustration of MSA leading to protein structure prediction, therefore prediction of
protein function.

Since the advent of the human genome project, the rate at which unidentified protein
and nucleotide sequences have been generated has increased exponentially. A
personal human genome represents approximately 100 gigabytes (GB) of data or the
equivalent of 102,400 photos (inclusive of annotation data) (Lander et ah, 2001).
Human DNA contains roughly 3 billion base pairs and given that 1 million bases
represents 1 megabyte (MB) of storage capacity, individual genome consumes
approximately 3GB of data (Quail et ah, 2012). By the end of 2011, the global
annual sequencing capacity was estimated to be 13 quadrillion bases and counting,
enough data to fill a stack of DVDs two miles high (Lander et ah, 2001). Therefore,
the use and development of fast, accurate multiple sequence alignment programs has
become of major importance.
Cloud computing is a computing discipline, which provides computing, such as the
necessary storage space and processing power, as a service. Such a “rental” model is
often referred to as Infrastructure as a Service (laaS) or utility computing. However
another aspect of cloud computing is Platform as a Service (PaaS) which (provide
brief definition). One such PaaS technology, Hadoop and Map/Reduce, driven by big
data, distributes the data over commodity hardware and provides parallelised
processing and analytics. Such a technology provides a scalable and cost efficient
solution to the big data challenge.

In order to realise the promise of MSA for large scale sequence data sets, it is
necessary for existing MSA algorithms to run in a parallelised fashion with the
sequence data distributed over a computing cluster or server farm. As Clustal Omega
(Sievers et ah, 2011) is a leading MSA technique that has been shown to produce
high quality alignments in a reasonable time, this thesis proposes a parallelised
version of Clustal Omega using MapReduce and Hadoop to build a distributed
system which would handle scalable MSA of massive sequence data sets in an
increased time frame.

1.1 Thesis Contribution
The most recent addition to the Clustal family is Clustal Omega, which outperforms
its Clustal predecessors as well as other MSA algorithms such as MUSCLE, Kalign,
and MAFFT. Clustal Omega can globally align literally 1,000 of sequences of high
quality faster than other MSA algorithms with maintaining the same accuracy
(Sievers et ah, 2011).
Multiple sequence alignment can be completed by running Clustal Omega algorithm
over a cluster of machines in a distributed, parallelised way using Hadoop and
MapReduce. This is a extremely worthy contribution to scientists that work in the
area of genome sequencing, structural biology and proteomics, as they could
potentially deploy this algorithm on sequence data gathered worldwide and shared
via cloud computing platforms, thus enabling large scale worldwide sequence
analysis projects on massive sequence data sets. Furthermore this would facilitate
such analysis in a timely and cost effective way through the use of cheap commodity
hardware rented cloud computing laaS offering and accessible via online portals.
The implication of such scalable world-wide analysis and sharing of data sets is
enormous in that it not only will it change lives, but may also save them.
Therefore this thesis proposes a distributed and parallelised big data solution to
analyse large genomic data sets using Clustal Omega by providing the following:
•

A comprehensive study of the ClustalW and Clustal Omega algorithms, with
the methods reverse engineered to form the basis for detailed computer
algorithm design and implementation. Furthermore a detailed comparison of
two MSA techniques is provided.

•

A distributed and parallelised, Hadoop facilitated design for the MSA
algorithm: Clustal Omega, with a particular focus on the pairwise alignment
component.

•

A partial JAVA implementation of a localised k-tuple method for pairwise
alignment of Clustal Omega algorithm.

1.2 Thesis Outline
Chapter Two provides an in-depth discussion of multiple sequence alignment
algorithms, their importance, the available methods to complete MSA and the
leading programs that produce multiple sequence alignments of the best quality and
in the shortest time. An overview of Cloud Computing and the trend towards “Big
Data” technologies is also provided along with a description of their application in
genetic informatics, bioinformatics and computational biology. Finally the
application of cloud computing and big data technologies in genomics is provided
along with an overview of current work in this area.
In Chapter Three the algorithmic details of ClustalW and Clustal Omega, that were
reverse engineered, are described in detail with the key differences in their
approaches noted and compared. This forms the basis for the MapReduce design
proposed and for future algorithmic development. Furthermore Chapter Three
describes the development environment used to complete the Java implementation of
the Clustal Omega k-tuple method. Current implementations of Clustal Omega
(using the C programming language) and Clustal Omegas k-tuple method (using
Java) are also discussed in this chapter.
Chapter Four provides an overview of the Hadoop enabled parallelised Clustal
Omega algorithm. This chapter describes a detailed design of Clustal Omega as
Hadoop/MapReduce system. Each method used in Clustal Omega is visually shown
and explained. A partial local JAVA implementation of the k-tuple pairwise
alignment method is described.
Finally Chapter Five concludes this thesis and provides an outlook on possible future
enhancements to the proposed research as well as a discussion relating to areas that
have been identified for future contribution in this space.

Chapter 2. Literature Review
In this chapter an overview of multiple sequence alignment, cloud computing, big
data technologies and the application of cloud computing and big data with genomics
is provided. Furthermore a discussion on research conducted in the corresponding
fields is outlined.

2.1 Overview of Multiple Sequence Alignment
Multiple sequence alignment is the fundamental bioinformatics task for identifying
homology and structurally important characteristics in protein, DNA or RNA
sequences which is essential for more efficient identification of new targets for drug
development and also identifying genes that may have mutated to become disease
causing.
MSA normally consists of aligning three or more sequences by arranging protein,
DNA or RNA sequences one by one into a rectangular array. This is done for three
main reasons:
1.

Matching residues in a given column are homologous (evolutionary related).

2.

Sequences may share common structural components.

3.

Sequences may show that proteins contain similar functionality. (Edgar and
Batzoglou, 2006)

These three aims are easily fulfilled when closely related protein or DNA sequences
are aligned. However due to evolutionary divergence in sequence and structure over
time, variation occurs with sequences become less closely related. Different
conclusions may be observed from distantly related or unrelated sequences resulting
in poor quality alignments thus closely related sequences are typically used for
completing multiple sequence alignment.
As the protein alignment problem has been studied for several decades, studies have
shown considerable progress in improving the accuracy, quality and speed of
multiple alignment tools, with manually refined alignments continuing to provide
superior performance to automated algorithms. However more than three sequences
of biologically relevant length can be difficult and time consuming to align and as a
consequence computational algorithms are often used (Edgar and Batzoglou, 2006).
Furthermore producing multiple sequence alignment requires the use of more
sophisticated methods than those used in producing a pairwise alignment, as it is
much more computationally complex. Finding a mathematically optimal multiple
alignment of a set of sequences can generally be defined as a complex optimization
problem as it must identify a MSA with the highest score from the entire set of
alignments. Sequences can be aligned using their entire length (global alignment) or
only at certain regions (local alignment). Multiple sequence alignment for protein
sequences is much more difficult than the DNA sequence equivalent (contains only 4
nucleotides) due to the fact that there are 20 different amino acids. Global
optimization techniques, developed in applied mathematics and operations research,
provide a generic toolbox for solving complex optimization problems. Global
optimization is now used on a daily basis and its application to the MSA problem has
become routine (Do and Katoh, 2008). Local alignments are preferable but can be
challenging to calculate due to the difficulty associated with the identification of
sequence regions of similarity. Multiple sequence alignment algorithms based on
global optimization include SAGA (Sequence Alignment by Genetic Algorithm)
(Notredame and Higgins,

1996), MAGA (Multiple Alignment by Genetic

Algorithm) (Hanada et al., 2000) and PHGA (A Parallel Hybrid Genetic Algorithm
for multiple protein sequence alignment) (Nguyen et ah, 2002).
A wide range of computational algorithms have been applied to MSA problem,
including slow yet accurate methods like dynamic programming and faster but less
accurate heuristic or probabilistic methods. Dynamic programming is a mathematical
and computational method which refers to simplifying a complicated problem by
sub-dividing it into smaller and simpler components in a repeated manner. The
dynamic programming technique can be applied to global alignments by using
method such as Needleman-Wunsch algorithm, and local alignments by using SmithWaterman algorithm (Lipman et ah, 1989). Dynamic programming method can be
applied to more than two sequences but is excessively slow for large numbers and/or
extremely long sequences and therefore other methods such as heuristic (“best”
guess) methods and probabilistic methods are typically employed.
Heuristic methods such as the k-tuple methods do not guarantee the production of an
optimal alignment, however these methods are found to be significantly more
efficient than dynamic programming for producing pairwise alignment and are best
suited for pairwise sequence alignments of large sequence sets (Higgins and Sharp,
1988). Another heuristic method called progressive alignment works indirectly,
relying on a variation of known algorithms to produce pairwise alignment.
Progressive alignment typically uses the Needleman-Wunsch or k-tuple pairwise
alignment methods(Needleman and Wunsch, 1970) followed by guide tree
construction using methods such as the Neighbour-Joining (Saitou and Nei, 1987)
and UPGMA (Unweighted Pair Group Method with Arithmetic Mean) (Sneath and
Sokal, 1973). These guide trees are then used for generating the multiple sequence
alignment by aligning the most similar sequences first, followed by less related
sequences, in an iterative fashion until the entire multiple sequence alignment is
built. Most progressive multiple alignment algorithms use sequence weighing in
order to improve alignment accuracy. It should be noted that some progressive
alignments, such as BLAST (Basic Local Alignment Search Tool) algorithm use
substitution matrices (eg.PAM and Blosum) in order to improve sequence alignment
accuracy. Progressive alignment is the foundation procedure of several popular
alignment algorithms such as: MAFFT (Katoh, 2002), MUSCLE (Edgar, 2004),
ClustalW (Higgins and Sharp, 1988), Clustal Omega (Sievers et ah, 2011), T-Coffee
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(Notrcdame et al., 2000), KAlign (Lassmann and Sonnhammer, 2005), MAP
(Huang, 1994), PIMA (Smith and Smith, 1992), PRIME (Yamada et ah, 2006) and
PROBCONS (Do et al., 2005).
2.1.1 Clustal Multiple Sequence Alignment Algorithms
The most widely used algorithms for global multiple sequence alignment are from
the Clustal series of algorithms. The first Clustal program was written by Des
Higgins in 1988 (Higgins and Sharp, 1988) and was developed specifically to work
efficiently on personal computers. Clustal combined a memory-efficient dynamic
programming algorithm (Myers and Miller, 1988) with the progressive alignment
strategy developed by Feng and Doolittle (Feng and Doolittle, 1987). The multiple
alignment is then built up progressively by a series of pairwise alignments, followed
by the construction of a guide tree using the UPGMA method (Sneath and Sokal,
1973). In 1992, a new release was produced, which was called ClustalV (Higgins,
1994). ClustalV incorporated alignments of existing alignments (profiles). Also
ClustalV used a guide tree building method called the Neighbour-Joining (NJ)
method (Saitou and Nei, 1987).
In 1994, the third generation algorithm ClustalW (Thompson et al., 1994) was
introduced and quickly became the method of choice for producing multiple
sequence alignments as it presented a dramatic increase in alignment quality,
sensitivity and speed in comparison with other algorithms. ClustalW incorporates a
novel position-specific scoring scheme and a weighting scheme for down weighting
over-represented sequence groups, with the ‘W’ representing the ‘weights’. In 1997,
the ClustalX (Larkin et al., 2007) algorithm was released. It provides a Windows
interface, which is easy to use and produces alignments and quality analysis quickly
with a coloured graphical display that can be used to illustrate low-scoring regions.
To this day, ClustalW is still one of the most used programs for amino acid and
nucleic acid multiple sequence alignment, with the popularity of the algorithm
depending on a number of factors, including high quality and accuracy of the
alignments, robustness, portability and user- friendliness (Chenna et al., 2003).
Clustal Omega the latest addition to the Clustal family (Sievers et al., 2011) and was
released in 2011. This algorithm can align any number of protein sequences quickly,
with a high accuracy. Clustal Omega can align over 190,000 sequences on a single

processor in a few hours (Sievers et al., 2011). The key to making the progressive
alignment scalable is the method used in making the guide tree. Normally guide tree
construction involves aligning N (the number of sequenees), against each other. This
involves a time and memory requirement of complexity O(N^). Clustal Omega use a
modified version of mBed (Blackshields et al., 2010), which has complexity of 0(N
log A().The consequence of this is that Clustal Omega produces guide trees at a much
faster rate than the conventional methods but importantly with the same accuracy.
mBed works by ‘emBedding’ each sequence in a space n dimensions where n is
proportional to log N. Each sequence is then replaced by an n element vector, where
each element is the distance to one of n ‘reference sequenees’. These vectors can
then be clustered quickly by using standard methods such as K-means or UPGMA.
The alignments are then computed using the very accurate HHalign package
(Soding, 2005), which aligns two profile hidden Markov models (Eddy, 1998,
Sievers et al., 2011). Clustal Omega also allows the user to add new sequences to
existing prealigned sequences/ alignments, without a need to realign the previous
sequences, therefore saving time. Additionally a user can specify a profile HMM
(Hidden Markov Model) from derived sequences and/or HMM databases such as
Pfam (Finn et al., 2008) and compare it to the initial input set in order to help align
their sequences. As shown in the Clustal Omega publication (Sievers et al., 2011) in
benchmark tests BAliBASE (Thompson et al., 2005), Prefab (Edgar, 2004) and
HomFam (Blackshields et al., 2010) algorithms such as T-Coffee (Notredame et al.,
2000), MSAprobs (Liu et al., 2010), Probalign (Roshan and Livesay, 2006) and
Probcons (Do et al., 2005) for test cases with less than 3,000 sequences, multiple
sequence alignments were completed in times ranging from 25 minutes to 22 hours
with the accuracies ranging from 55% to 61% of total correct columns. Clustal
Omega outperforms these algorithms by producing a multiple sequenee alignment of
the same quality in only 9 minutes. Protein families with >50,000 sequences are
appearing and will become common from various wide scale genome sequencing
projects (Sievers et al., 2011). Currently the only method that can routinely align
more than 10,000 sequences is MAFFT/PartTree (Katoh et al., 2002, Katoh and Toh,
2007). While this algorithm is very fast, it leads to a loss in accuracy which has to be
compensated by iteration and other heuristics. Results from testing large alignments
with up to 50,000 sequences using HomFam showed that only some algorithms are
able to deliver alignments at all. Algorithms such as MSAprobs, Probalign, T-Coffee
9

and Probcons were not able to complete alignments with MAFFT, Kalign, MUSCLE
and Clustal Omega as the only algorithms that are able to manage and align large
sequence numbers in the range of 50,000. MAFFT has a limit of 20,000 sequences
and thus the alignment obtained in the test showed poor accuracy. MUSCLE became
increasingly more slow as the number of sequences reached 3000. Overall Clustal
Omega is easily the most accurate and fastest multiple sequence alignment
algorithm, especially when dealing with large numbers of sequences. From the
evaluation of 50,000 sequences, Clustal Omega yields the highest TC scores where
TC scores give the proportion of the total alignment columns that is recovered. A
score of 1.0 indicates a perfect agreement with the benchmark test results. Clustal
Omega noted TC scores of 0.464 in comparison to the MUSCLE TC score of 0.216
and the MAFFT TC score of 0.253.
Thus the quality and accuracy of the program on smaller test cases is similar to other
high quality alignment algorithms, but when large data sets are introduced, Clustal
Omega outperforms other packages in terms of speed and quality.

2.2 Cloud Computing & Big Data Technologies
In recent years, cloud computing has received significant attention, though many
different definitions of the technology exist. As an often mistakenly used analogy for
the Internet or anything “online”, the “cloud” is a familiar buzzword. Alternatively
some analysts tend to provide a very narrow definition of cloud computing as an
updated version of utility computing (Knorr and Gruman, 2008) which while correct
does not describe the whole picture. A more precise definition is provided by the
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) who describe it as “« payper-use model of enabling available, convenient and on-demand network access to a
shared pool of configurable computing resources that can be rapidly provisioned
and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction”
(Brooks, 2010).
The term cloud computing was co-coined by an Irish entrepreneur Sean O’Sullivan,
co-founder of Avego Ltd., along with George Favaloro from Boston, Massachusetts
(Kennedy, 2011). It should be noted that while some of the concepts behind cloud
computing are not new, such as distributed systems, grid computing and parallelised
10

programming. Cloud services remove the need for user to be in the same physical
location as the hardware that stores its data and/or applications. The cloud can do
both, own and store the hardware and the software needed for a user to run their
applications or processes. Truly one of the biggest enablers of cloud computing is
virtualisation technology. Virtualisation is a layered approach for running multiple
independent virtual machines (VM) on a single physical machine, sharing the
resources yet running on its own operating systems and applications (Fripp, 2010).
The concept of virtualisation can be applied to devices, servers, operating systems,
applications and networks. Virtualisation provides benefits such as (Blaisdell, 2012):
•

Easy access to data.

•

Ability to share applications from central environment.

•

Reduces the costs associated with data backups, maintenance personnel and
software licensing.

•

Operational system more efficient due to greater use of infrastructure.

A Virtual Machine (VM) is a piece of software that runs on a local machine
emulating the properties of a computer. The emulator provides a virtual central
processing unit (CPU), network card and hard disk. Popular products such as
VMware(VMware.com, 2010) and KVM(KVM.com) provide virtual machines to
customers.
The differences between traditional and virtual server models can be seen in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2. Transition from traditional computing where applications interact with the hardware
via one instance of the Operating System (OS) to virtualised computing w here multiple OS
images share the hardware resources.

Another enabler includes advances in “Big Data” technologies that have realised the
potential of distributed systems, grid computing and parallelised programming
enabling developers to focus on solving the problem at hand rather than maintaining
the robustness of the distributed system and the parallelised programming structure.
The negative consequences caused by a failure of a single machine in a distributed
system have been eliminated by improving the overall distributed systems structure
(Mishol, 2012).
Cloud computing provides four deployment models. Selecting deployment model
depends on the users, organisations requirements according to their suitability, these
include:
•

Public - A cloud infrastructure that is owned by a cloud provider, who made
resources such as infrastructure, software and platform available to general
public for “pay-per-use” basis, via Internet.

•

Private - A cloud which is owned and used by a single organisation. This
model provides more security measures in comparison to other models.

•

Community - A cloud which is shared amongst several users or
organizations.
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•

Hybrid - A cloud that is a combination of public, community and private
clouds.

In order to use cloud computing services one requirement has to be met, which is
internet connection. Clouds are accessed via internet which is of benefit, it enables
users or organisations to access their stored data, to download or upload data at any
given time or place through any device which has wireless or wired internet
connection. These devices could be a PC, laptop, tablet or smart phone.
Disadvantages of cloud computing could be breach in security and slow download/
upload times due to small bandwidth.
As previously stated. Cloud computing is often considered to provide only rental of
computing storage and power. However cloud computing provides many service
models according to a “XaaS” paradigm, representing “X as a Service”, “Anything
as a Service” or “Everything as a Service”. The acronym refers to an increasing
number of services that are provided over the Internet rather than the local services.
XaaS is the essence of cloud computing (pacificcontrols.net). The primary service
models of cloud computing are: Software as a service (SaaS), Infrastructure as a
service (laaS) and Platform as a service (PaaS) as shown in Fig. 3.
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Figure 3. Cloud computing service models: Infrastructure as a Service (laaS), Platform as a
Service (PaaS) and Software as a Service( SaaS). This Figure highlights the functionality
provided by the vendor to the user which largely depends on the user’s requirements.

Infrastructure as a Service (laaS):
An laaS provider allows subscribed users to completely outsource the storage and
resources, such as hardware and software that the user may require. laaS companies
provide off-site servers, storage and also networking hardware which users can rent
and access on demand. An laaS service offers benefits to users such as no
maintenance, no up-front capital costs, 24/7 accessibility to applications and data can
be accessed at all times, and elastic infrastructure that allows the user to scale up and
down on demand (Ludwig, 2011). laaS is often referred to as “elastic computing “as
a consequence of this ability to scale up and down on demand. As seen in Fig.3
users maintain a lot of management ability when it comes to this service model. The
user can create their own VM, with a specific Operating System and applications.
This can be custom built or chosen from a laaS catalogue. Some of the leading
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companies in laaS space include Amazon Web Services (AWS) (Amazon.com),
Microsoft (Microsoft.com), Rackspace (Rackspace.com), and VMware (VMware).
Amazon Web Services (AWS) (Amazon.com) is the leading laaS provider, widely
recognized for providing the most reliable, scalable, cost-efficient and user friendly
web infrastructure. An Amazon spokesperson stated "'Amazon Web Services gives
any software developer the keys to this infrastructure, which they can use to build
and grow any business”if!diWCQ, 2010). In 2011 alone the company has earned $6
billion based on providing public cloud services. Examples of the services offered
by AWS are: Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2), Amazon Simple Storage
Service (S3), Amazon SimpleDB, Amazon Simple Queue Service (SQS), Amazon
Simple Notification Service (SNS), Amazon CloudFront and Amazon Elastic
MapReduce (EMR).
Bioinformaticians use laaS, for building databases, storing data and in developing a
pipeline for comparative analysis on various genes and/or proteins. They can now
also access databases through AWS, who have started to provide Bioinformatics
datasets in their publically hosted datasets such as Ensembl (Ensembl.org) and
Genbank (NCBl).
Software as a Serv ice (SaaS):
SaaS refers to cloud based delivery of software applications which are hosted by
cloud providers. SaaS eliminates the need to install software locally on computers
with the user instead accessing software via the Internet. The vendors own the
applications and the users may pay a subscription fee to access them via a VM,
where all the applications are installed, without the necessity for the user to have a
physical copy of the software to install to their device. SaaS providers run and
maintain all necessary hardware and software. One of the top SaaS providers
Salesforce.com offers on-demand Customer Relationship Management (CRM)
software solutions built on its own infrastructure. Salesforce.com does not sell
licence for this software instead it charges a monthly subscription fee starting from
$65 per user per month and delivers this software directly to users via Internet
(Salesforce.com). The Economist estimates that the market for SaaS is growing at
50% each year (Choudhary, 2007). SaaS vendors have a complete management
control of applications, 0/S, Runtime, VM, Servers as shown in Fig. 3, however as a
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user is simply using the software and does not require control over the OS, this
model is not restrictive and meets the user’s requirements.
An example of SaaS used in bioinformatics is Cloud BioLinux, which was
developed at the J. Craig Venter Institute. Cloud BioLinux is a publicly accessible
Virtual Machine (VM) which offers an on-demand, cloud computing solutions for
the bioinformatics field. Users have access to a range of pre-configured command
line and graphical software applications, documentation and more than 135
bioinformatics tools for applications such as sequence alignments, clustering, tree
construction, editing and phytogeny. Cloud BioLinux is stored on Amazon EC2 and
is freely available to its users (Konstantinos Krampis et al., 2012).
Platform as a Service (PaaS):
PaaS providers allow subscribed users to access the components that are required for
the user to develop or operate applications. These PaaS systems are web-based
application-development platforms, providing either end-to

end

or partial

environments for implementing full programs/ algorithms online. This includes tasks
such as editing code, debugging, deployment and runtime. As seen in Fig.3 users can
build the application with the vendor’s on-demand tools and collaborative
development environment. The benefits of PaaS include the elimination of complex
evaluation, configuration and management and cost reduction in buying, updating
and maintaining of all hardware and software needed for custom-build applications
(Lawton, 2008). PaaS also saves time and resources i.e. no need to reinvent the
wheel; developers simply build more complex systems using existing platforms.
Some of the biggest PaaS platforms today are Google App Engine, Microsoft Azure
and MapReduce/Hadoop. Google App Engine was first released in 2008 and is used
for developing and hosting web applications. First created by Google in order to
process vast amounts of data, MapReduce is a programming model and an
implementation for storing and processing large data sets. Using the MapReduce
paradigm, the user specifies a map function which analyses data with the reduce
function merging all the results associated with the values from the map phase (Dean
and Ghemawat, 2004).
Hadoop (Hadoop.apache.com) was initiated by Doug Cutting, who worked on the
Apache Nutch project. Doug Cutting named Hadoop after his son’s toy, stuffed
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yellow elephant. It has been designed to scale out from as little as one server to
thousands of machines each offering local computation and storage. One of the
biggest advantages of Hadoop is speed. Hadoop is able to process data that was
stored in billions of records, overnight, which before Hadoop would have taken
several weeks to process (Einstein, 2012).

2.3 The Application of Cloud Computing and Big Data with
Genomics
As a consequence of the exponential increase in genome sequencing, the necessity to
produce multiple sequence alignments has also increased dramatically. Many newly
generated sequences must be aligned in order to identify homologous sequences
which aid in structural and functional identification of these sequences. Until
recently, the generation of DNA sequence data was much slower than the growth of
computational power and storage capacity, which was of benefit to archival
databases because they did not have to worry about running out of storage space,
they always were able to upgrade their computational capacity before sequence
laboratories filled databases with sequences. From 1990 to 2010, the cost of storing a
byte of data halved every 14 months (Dublin, 2012). From 1990 to 2004 the cost of
sequencing a base halved every 19 months (Stein, 2010). From 2005 DNA
sequencing increased abruptly, due to development and use of new technologies such
as 454 Sequencer(Margulies et al., 2005), Solexa/ Illumina(Bennett, 2004), and ABI
SOLiD(McKernan KJ et al., 2009). Since then the cost of sequencing a base has
halved every 5 months, which means that the sequencing cost is dropping faster than
the cost of storage and it is now cheaper to sequence a DNA base than store it on a
disk or to analyze it. The problem will only worsen and as the ability to make new
biological discoveries in the future will largely depend on the ability to process and
analyze large amounts of data, it is imperative that this be addressed. Recent project
1000 Genomes Project( 1000Genomes.org), which involves sequencing and
cataloguing human genetic variation has deposited two times more raw data into
GenBank at the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) (Benson et
al., 2005) during the first 6 months than all the sequences that has been deposited in
the last 30 years (Stein, 2010). Other projects, which use next generation sequencing
techniques, such as ENCODE(Birney et al., 2007), modENCODE(Celniker et al.,
2009), the Cancer Genome Atlas(Nature, 2008) and Human Microbiome
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Projects(Turnbaugh et al., 2007) are generating massive amounts of raw data.
Similar big data trends have already been experienced in the technology sector.
Cloud computing and big data techniques provide a viable solution to these
challenges.
A main benefit of cloud computing in genetic informatics, bioinformatics and
computational biology is the ability of the cloud computing provider service and
their users to store large datasets in the cloud. These datasets normally are in the
form of virtual disk images that can be attached to virtual machines as local hard
disks or shared as networked volumes. As Lincoln D. Stein described in his
publication ’’’’Power user can continue to download the data, hut they now have an
attractive alternative. Instead of moving the data to the computer cluster, they move
the computer cluster to the data. ’’(Stein, 2010)
Ben Langmead, a researcher associate in the John Hopkins Bloomberg School’s
Department of Biostatistics, using a grant from Amazon Web Services (AWS) and
the National Institute of Health have developed an RNA sequencing data analysis
algorithm for the cloud which they called Myrna. This software calculates
differential

gene expression

in

large

RNA

sequence

datasets

by

using

Bowtie(Sourseforge.net). Bowlie is an ultrafast, memory- efficient short read aligner
geared toward quickly aligning large sets of short DNA or RNA sequences to large
genomes. It aligns 35-base-pair sequences to the human genome at the rate of 25
million reads per hour on a typical workstation. Bowtie can also output alignments in
the standard SAM format(Sourceforge.com, 2011), enabling it to interoperate with
other tools supporting SAM. Bowtie also forms the basis for the tools such as
TopHat(TopHat.cbcb.umd.edu) (a fast splice junction mapper for RNA sequence
reads), Cufflinks(Cufflinks.cbcb.umb.edu) (a tool for transcriptome assembly and
isoform

quantitation

from

RNA

sequence

reads)

and

also

Crossbow(Genomics.jhu.edu) (a cloud computing software tool for large scale re
sequencing data). These tools are combined in an automatic, parallel pipeline that
runs in the cloud using Elastic MapReduce, on a local Hadoop cluster. Ben
Langmead has commented that ""Cloud computing makes economical sense because
cloud vendors are very efficient at running and maintaining huge collections of
computers. Researchers struggling to keep pace with their sequencing instruments
can use the cloud to scale up their analyses while avoiding the headaches associated
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with building and running their own computer center''. Using AWS cloud, Myma
calculated differential expression from 1.1 billion RNA sequences reads in less than
2 hours at cost of about $66.(ScicnceDaily.com, 2009) With the use of Amazon
Elastic MapReduce(Gaggero M et al., 2008) (Amazon EMR), which is a web service
that enables researchers, data analysts and developers to easily and cost-effectively
process large amounts of data, researchers now can process as much or as little dataintensive tasks, such as data mining, data warehousing, machine learning, scientific
simulation and bioinformatics research.
On the 6*’^ of July 2012, Cloudera has announced that the Co-founder and Chief
Scientist Jeff Hammerbacher will be leading a truly revolutionary project with
Mount Sinai School of Medicine in order to use the power of Cloudera’s Big Data
platform to solve essential issues in predicting and understanding the processes and
treatments of diseases. The research collaboration will analyse human and bacterial
genomes, metabolic pathways of healthy and disease states in the organism while
also studying the structure and the function of molecules used in the treatment of
diseases (Cloudera.com, July 2012).
On the 29^'^ of November 2012, Appistry, one of the leading companies in the Big
Data space, has announced collaboration with the Genome Institute of Singapore to
accelerate genomics in Asia. This project will aim to develop a pipeline which
enables scientist to analyse next generation sequencing data more effectively, to
accelerate the development of methods in human genome analytics and genomics
and also to enable the Genome Institute of Singapore to store large amount of data
and rapidly advance their analytics in order to improve overall public health.
The push toward translational and personalized medicine is driving many scientific
institutes, companies and research groups to collaborate, share and expand the
knowledge of Big Data technologies. As the data is growing exponentially in many
fields, such as Biology, genomics, IT, medicine, it is clear the only path to avoid data
overflow is to employ Big Data technologies.

2.4 Chapter Summary
This chapter described multiple sequence alignment, discussed the purpose of using
multiple sequence alignment and outlined the algorithms that are used to produce
multiple sequence alignments. Cloud computing concepts were explained including
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the types of clouds and services provided that can be provided A review of the big
data technologies and the application of cloud computing were presented and also
cloud computing and big data with genomics was discussed. The next Chapter looks
at the ClustalW algorithm and the Clustal Omega algorithm methods in detailed
manner. Both of these algorithms are compared and differences are outlined.
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Chapter 3. Development Environment
In this chapter a detailed description of ClustalW and Clustal Omega are presented.
The two algorithms are compared with the main differences highlighted and
explained. Also the development environment for this project is introduced.

3.1. Clustal W
ClustalW was created by Thompson et al in 1994 (Thompson et ah, 1994).
ClustalW’s basic algorithm comprises three steps as shown in Figure 4 and now
described.
1. Firstly the algorithm performs a pairwise alignment of all the sequences
(nucleotide or amino acid) is undertaken using the k-tuple method (Wilbur
and Lipman, 1983)(fast approximate method) or the Needleman-Wunsch
method (Needleman and Wunsch, 1970) (full dynamic programming
method). These methods calculate a matrix which shows the similarity of
each pair of sequences. The similarity scores are converted to distance scores.
2. The algorithm then uses the distance scores to produce a guide tree, using the
Neighbour-Joining (NJ) method (Saitou and Nei, 1987) for guide tree
construction.
CORK INSTITUTE Ol- TECHNOLOtiV^
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3. The last step of the algorithm is the construction of the multiple sequence
alignment of all the sequences. The MSA is constructed by progressively
aligning the most closely related sequences according to the guide tree
previously produced by the NJ method.
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Fig.4. ClustalW algorithm, which works by taking an input of amino acid or nucleic acid
sequences, completing a pairwise alignment using the k-tuple method, guide tree construction
using the Neighbour-Joining method, followed by a Progressive Alignment to output a multiple
sequence alignment.

Each of these steps are now described in more detail.

3.1.1 Pairwise Alignment
As previously stated, the k-tuple method, a fast heuristic “best guess” method, is
used for pairwise alignment of all possible sequence pairs. This method is
specifically used when the number of sequences to be aligned is large. The similarity
scores are ealeulated as the number of k-tuple matches (which are runs of identical
residues, usually 1 or 2 for protein residues or 2-4 for nucleotide sequences) in the
alignment between a pair of sequences. Similarity seore is ealeulated by dividing
number of matches by the sum of all paired residues of two sequences compared.
Fixed penalties for every gap are subtracted from the similarity score with the
similarity scores later converted to a distance score by dividing the similarity score
by 100 and subtracting it from 1.0 to provide the number of differenees per site.
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The k-tuple method works by firstly locating all the k-tuple matches between two
sequences e.g. SI and S2. A k-tuple match consists of two k-tuples, which are: Sl(i),
Sl(i + 1),....,Sl(i+k~ I) from SI and S20'), S2(j + 1),....... ,S2x(j + k-1) from S2. All
the elements in the alphabet of the sequence to be aligned are considered as p e.g.
Amino acid sequences have a p value = 20, because there are 20 amino acids (G, A,
V, L, I, M, F, W, P, S, T, C, Y, N, Q, D, E, K, R, H), therefore DNA sequence have
a p value

4, because there are only 4 nucleic acids (A, T, C, G) present in DNA

sequences. There are

possible different k-tuples, so in order to locate all possible

k-tuple matches the k-tuples must be converted into a number value between 1 and
/7^. A hash table is constructed for all possible k-tuples using formula:
a

6l) =

1+
1=1

Then all of the k-tuples between the 2 sequences are located using a hash table. A
dot matrix plot between the 2 sequences is produced with each k-tuple match
represented as a dot. The diagonals with the most matches in the plot are found and
marked within a selected “Window Size” of each top diagonal. This sets the most
likely region for similarity between the 2 sequences to occur. The last stage of the ktuple method is to find the full arrangement of all k-tuple matches by producing an
optimal alignment similar to the Needleman-Wunsch method but only using k-tuple
matches in the set window size, which gives the highest score. The score is
calculated as the number of exactly matching residues in the alignment minus a “gap
penalty” for every gap that was introduced.
3.1.2 Guide Tree Construction
ClustalW produces a guide tree according to the “Neighbor-Joining” method. The NJ
method is often referred to as the star decomposition method (Opperdoes, 1997). The
NJ method keeps track of nodes on a tree rather than a taxa (a taxonomic category or
group, such as phylum, order, family, genus or species) or clusters of taxa. The
similarity scores are used from the previous k-tuple method and stored in a matrix. A
modified distance matrix is constructed in which the separation between each pair of
nodes is adjusted by calculating an average value for divergence from all other
nodes. The tree is then built by linking the least distant pair of nodes. When two
nodes are linked, their common ancestral node is added to the tree and the terminal
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nodes with their respective branches are removed from the tree. This process allows
the conversion of the newly added common ancestor into a terminal node tree of
reduced size. At each stage in the process two terminal nodes are replaced by one
new node. The process is completed when two nodes remain separated by a single
branch as shown in Figure 5 (Opperdoes, 1997).
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Fig.5. The Neighbour-Joining method for ClustalW. Distances are placed in a matrix and
initialization, iteration and termination is completed.
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DiJ = di,j - (ri + rj)
Where
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m

—2^^ dik
keL

And |L| denotes the size of the set L of leaves. A pair of leaves i,j for which Dij is
minimal is said to be a pair of neighbouring leaves (Saitou and Nei, 1987). NJ
method proceeds in three steps: Initialization, Iteration and Termination.
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1. Initialization:
T is defined to be the set of leaf nodes, one for each given sequence L=T.
2. Iteration:
a) A pair ij in L are picked for which Dij, defined by DiJ formula above, is
minimal.
b) A new node k and set dkm=1 /2(dim+djm-dij), for all m in L.
c) K is added to T with edges of lengths dik=l/2(dij+n-rj) and djk=dij-dik, then
k is joined to i and j.
d) i and j removed from L and K is added.
3. Termination:
When L consists of two leaves / and /, the remaining edge between i and / is added
with length dij.

The tree produced by the NJ method is un-rooted and its branch lengths are
proportional to divergence along each branch. The root is placed at the position at
which can make the equal branch length on either side of the root. The guide tree is
then used to calculate weight for each sequence, which depends on the distance from
branch to the root. If a sequence shares a common branch with another sequence,
then the two or more sequences will share the weight calculated from the shared
branch, the sequence lengths will be added together and divided by the number of
sequences sharing the same branch.

3.1.3 Progressive Alignment
ClustalW’s progressive alignment uses a series of pairwise alignments to align
sequences by following the branching order of the guide tree previously constructed
by the NJ method. The procedure starts at the tips of the rooted tree proceeding
towards the root. At each step a full dynamic programming algorithm is used with a
residue weight matrix (Blosum) and penalties for opening and extending gaps.

3.2 Clustal Omega
The Clustal Omega algorithm produces a multiple sequence alignment as shown in
Figure 6 by:
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1. Producing pairwise alignments using the k-tuple method.
2. Sequences are then clustered using the mBed method.
3. This is followed by the k-means clustering method.
4. The Guide tree is next constructed using the UPGMA method.
5. Alignment finally occurs of all the sequences into a multiple sequence
alignment using the HHalign package, which aligns two profile hidden
Markov models.
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Fig.6. Clustal Omega algorithm, which works by taking an input of amino acid sequences,
completing a pairwise alignment using the k-tuple method, sequence clustering using mBed
method and k-means method, guide tree construction using the UPGMA method, followed by a
progressive alignment using HHalign package to output a multiple sequence alignment.

Each of these steps are now described in more detail.
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3.2.1 Pairwise Alignment
Pairwise alignment of Clustal Omega is produced using the k-tuple method, the same
technique as employed by ClustalW, which was described in section 3.1.1.
3.2.2 Sequence Clustering
After the similarity scores are determined from the pairwise alignment, Clustal
Omega employs the mBed method which has a complexity of 0(N log N). mBed
works by “emBedding” each sequence in a space of n dimensions, where n is
proportional to logN. Each sequence is then replaced by an n element vector. Each
element is the distance to one of n "reference sequences”. These vectors can then be
clustered extremely quickly by methods such as k-means or UPGMA. mBed method
works in three stages, which are as follows (Blackshields et al., 2010):
Initial seed selection- A number of t sequences are sampled from the input dataset
X. This value is set by default to t= (loglNf. This sampling is referred to as R. The t
sequences are sampled with constant stride from length-sorted X. Selected seeds are
then compared to each other. If any two seeds are highly similar to each other (lower
than certain distance threshold) the shorter one is considered to be redundant and is
therefore discarded.
Analysis of potential seed sequences- the set of reference points R can now be used
to embed the input sequences (stage 3). Also, each seed sequence can be used to find
extra seeds that help better analyze the dataset. This is possible by two ways: Firstly
each seed sequence is used to find potential seed outliers. The sequence that is
furthest away is identified, and the sequence that is furthest away from that sequence
is then returned as a new seed. For each seed sequence 5 in R\ Let 1 be the sequence
in X that maximises d(l, s) and let m be the sequence in X that maximises d(m, 1).
Return m as a new seed. Second way is that it finds sequence groups rather than
single sequences. It first finds the sequence that is furthest away from the seed and
then iteratively finds the sequence that is furthest away from the group of those
already chosen. For each seed sequences 5 in R\ Let / be the sequence in X that
maximises d(l,s). Let m be the sequence in Athat maximises d(m.s)+ d(mJ). Finally
let n be the sequence in X that maximises d(n, s)+ d(n,l)+d(n.m)...Qic. This loop
stops if the same sequence is identified more than one, or if a group reaches a set
maximum size. Each member of the group in then returned as a new seed. Same as in
step 1, All sequences are compared to those already chosen so that there are no
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identical sequences accepted, if identical or highly similar sequences are found they
are discarded as seeds.
Embedding of input sequences- once all the seed sequences in R have been chosen,
all the sequences in the input data are associated with a t-dimensional vector. This is
done by computing the distances from all sequences to each of the t seeds. The
distances become the coordinate values of the embedded vector for each sequence 5
in X. Let F(s) be the embedded vector, such that F(s)= [d(s, RF), d(s, R2)....d(s, Rt)
(Blackshields et al., 2010).
3.2.3 K-means Clustering
Clustal Omega uses the K-means++ clustering method by Arthur and Vassilvitskii in
(Sievers F, 2011). The k-means method is a widely used clustering technique which
seeks to minimise the average squared distance between points in the same cluster.
This method is very simplistic and fast at clustering sequences. Arthur and
Vassilvitskii proposed a method called k-means ++, which is said to successfully
overcome the problems of defining initial cluster-centres for k-means and improves
the speed and accuracy of the k-means method. K-means++ algorithm works as
follows:
Let D(x) denote the shortest distance from the data point to the closest center. One
center cF which is chosen at random from X. New center ci is taken choosing x E X
with probability-

Dixy

'LxexDixF'

A new center is chosen and probability is calculated until

k centers have been taken altogether. Once the initial centers have been chosen, the
standard k-means method for clustering is used, where an initial k centers C= ci, C2,
...Ck is chosen. For each i 6l,...,^, the cluster C, is set to be the set points in A that are
closer to c, than they are to c, for all j ^ i. For each i El,...,k c, is set to be the center
of mass of all points in C,: c,=-—rZxGCi^- The calculation is repeated until C no
l^il

longer changes (Arthur and Vassilvitskii, 2007).
3.2.4 Guide Tree Construction
Clustal Omega uses the UPGMA method for sequence guide tree construction.
UPGMA is a straightforward method of tree construction which uses a sequential
clustering algorithm in which local homology between OTUs (Operational
Taxanomic Units) is identified in order of similarity. The tree is constructed in a
stepwise fashion. Pair of OTUs that are most similar are first determined and then
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are treated as a new single OTU. Subsequently from the new group of OTUs, the
pair with the highest similarity is identified and clustered. This process continues
until only two OTUs are left over. The algorithm of UPGMA is as follows:
Firstly UPGMA starts with a matrix of pairwise distances D[l..n,

Each OTU

is denoted as a “cluster” and the algorithm starts by assigning all clusters to a starlike tree. A cluster i,j with the smallest distance value is found in the distance matrix
D[iJ]. Clusters / and / are connected by a branch to the common ancestor node. The
distance D[i,j] is split between two branches, therefore two branches obtain a length
of D[i,j]/2. If i and / are the 2 last clusters, the guide tree is finished, otherwise the
algorithm searches for new cluster, noted as u. The distance from u to each other
cluster (k, with k<>i or j) is defined as an average of the distances dki and dkj
(Edgar, 2004).
3.2.5 Progressive Alignment
Clustal Omega uses the HHalign package by Johannes Soding 2005 (Soding, 2005)
for completing progressive alignments. This method aligns two profile hidden
Markov models, instead of a profile -profile comparison; this improves the
sensitivity and alignment quality significantly. All sequence-profile and sequence
HMM comparison methods are based on the log-odds score. The log-odds score is a
measure for how much more probable it is that a sequence is emitted by an HMM
rather than be a random null model.

3.3 Comparison of ClustalW and Clustal Omega
The Clustal Omega algorithm differs greatly from the ClustalW algorithm. Although
both algorithms share the same pairwise alignment k-tuple method, the remaining
methods, such as the clustering, guide tree construction and progressive alignment
methods, differ greatly.
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ClustalW Algorithm

Clustal Omega Algorithm

Pairwise Alignment

k-tuple method

k-tuple method

Clustering

none

mBed method

Clustering

none

k-means method

Guide
construction
Multiple

tree Neighbour-Joining

UPGMA method

method
Sequence Progressive Alignment

HHalign package

Alignment
Table 1. ClustalW and Clustal Omega algorithm methods for constructing multiple sequence
alignment.

Clustal Omega demonstrates an increased processing speed over ClustalW. This can
be attributed to the mBed method which improves the algorithm exponentially by
allowing many sequences to be clustered in a short period of time with high
accuracy. Also, both algorithms use different guide tree methods, ClustalW uses the
Neighbour-Joining method and Clustal Omega uses UPGMA, which is noteworthy
as the original Clustal used UPGMA but later replaced this method with NJ method
due to the fact that UPGMA considered that all sequences are of same evolutionary
distance. Another major change in Clustal Omega is the use of the HHalign package
for progressive sequence alignment. When compared with ClustalW progressive
alignment, which is a simple sequence ordering from the guide tree followed by
dynamic programming, HHalign pushes Clustal Omegas accuracy even further by
producing higher biological quality multiple sequence alignments.

3.4 Chapter Summary.
In this chapter a comprehensive description of each multiple sequence alignment
algorithm ClustalW and Clustal Omega is provided and the key differences between
both of these algorithms are highlighted.
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Chapter 4. Implementation
In this chapter, the Clustal Omega algorithm is proposed as a Hadoop/ MapReduce
distributed multiple sequence alignment algorithm. Each method of the algorithm is
divided into steps (A-F) with Figures 7 and 8 providing a visual overview and
explanation the parallelised algorithm. The overall objective of this thesis is to
provide an overall distributed Fladoop based solution for Clustal Omega with a
particular focus on part A, k-tuple pairwise alignment. Within part A, a partial local
implementation has been derived.

S*quanc*s

MSA

Fig.7. General Diagram of how Clustal Omega work on distributed Hadoop/MapReduce
structure.

Figure 7 shows a very general diagram of Clustal Omega as a distributed structure.
The algorithm was broken down into steps according to the methods that it
completes and shown as separate components ranging from A-F. The input of this
algorithm is protein sequences and the output is a multiple sequence alignment. Each
component of the Clustal Omegas algorithm depends on the output from a previous
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method, e.g. step B, the mBed method, would not function without receiving
distance scores from step A, the k-tuple method. All these methods are interlinked,
therefore Clustal Omega would work on distributed Hadoop/MapReduce as a several
MapReduce jobs

as

shown

in

figure

8,

possibly

managed

by

Oozie

(Oozie.apache.org). It would not be possible to have Clustal Omega as a single
MapReduce job due to score dependencies across most of the methods.

A i

Fig.8. Clustal Omega multiple MapReduce schema, showing all the steps (A, B, C, D, E, F)
working as a multiple MapReduce jobs.

Figure 8 shows an overall diagram of Clustal Omega algorithm as a multiple
MapReduce job distributed system, with each (A, B, C, D, E, F) step shown. Each
step is explained in the following subsections.

4.1 k-tuple Pairwise Alignment Method
(K,V)
Sequence File

Permutations of
sequences

Seql
\

\

Seql:Seq2
(K.V)

; \
k'V

Seq2
Seq3

(Seql;ADDRVCT..)
(Seq2:ADRRVCT.
> Seql:Seq2
Distance
Score

(Seq2:ADDRVCT..)
(Seq3:ADRRVCT...)

Seq2:Seq3

Seq2:Seq3
-> Distance
Score

Seql:Seq3
{K.V)
(Seql:ADDRVCT..)
(Seq3:ADRRVCT...)

Seql:Seq3
-> Distance
Score

Fig. 9. (A) Diagram of k-tuple pairwise alignment method used by Clustal Omega as a
MapReduce job.
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Figure 9 shows step A, which is k-tuple method as the first MapReduce job. The first
step in this MapReduce job is the input of sequences to be aligned for the multiple
sequence alignment. Sequences are stored on a file, normally in FASTA format. The
sequences are then stored in permutations of two due to the fact that the method is a
pairwise alignment of two sequences. The next step is the setting of key and value
(K, V) for the mappers. In this instance the key is sequence identifier e.g.Seql
(sequence 1) and the value is the actual letters for this sequence e.g. ADDRVCT.
The mapper does all the heavy calculations and outputs a distance score for each pair
of sequence permutations. These distance scores are then stored in Fladoop
Distributed File System (FIDFS). The scores are than used by the next MapReduce
job (B), as shown in Figure 10.

4.2 mBed Clustering Method
(K,V)
(Seql:Seq2, Distance score)
Seql:Seq2
Distance
Score

Seq2:Seq3
Distance
Score

Seql:Seq3
Distance
Score

> Mapper

New
■> Seql:Seq2
Distance Score

{K,V)
(Seq2:Seq3, Distance score)
New
>Seq2:Seq3
Distance Score
(K,V)
{Seql:Seq3, Distance score)
New
->Seql:Seq3
Distance Score

Fig.lO. (B) Diagram of mBed method used by Clustal Omega as a MapReduce job.

Figure 10 illustrates step B, the mBed method of the Clustal Omega algorithm as a
parallelised Hadoop/MapReduce job. The input, which is the distance scores of this
job is taken from the previous job and is used to input into key and value of the
mapper for this job. The key in this instance is the sequence permutation
identification e.g. Seql:Seq2 and the value is the distance score calculated in the
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previous step A. The outputs of the mapper from this job are new distance scores,
which are programmed to be calculated by the mapper. These new distance scores
are calculated for vectors and reference sequences as described in Chapter 3 mBed
method section. These new distance values are then used in the following step C.
Step C is shown in Figure 11.

4.3 K-means Clustering Method
(K,V)

{Seql:Seq2, Distance score)
Seql:Seq2
—Cluster Data Score

Seql:Seq2
Distance
Score
(K,V)

Seq2:Seq3
Distance
Score

(Seq2:Seq3, Distance score)

Seql:Seq3
Distance
Score

(K,V)

Seq2:Seq3
Cluster Data Score

(Seql:Seq3, Distance score)
> Seql:Seq3
Cluster Data Score

Fig.l 1. (C) Diagram of k-means clustering method used by Clustal Omega as a MapReduce job.

Figure 11 shows a k-means method of Clustal Omega. In this MapReduce job the
sequence new distance seores are again taken from the previous mBed method
MapReduee job and are used for (K,V) in the step C mappers. The key is the
sequenee identifiers eg.Seql:Seq2 and the value here is the new distance seores
calculated in the previous job. K-means is a clustering method, which clusters
sequences according to their similarity. Mapper completes clustering ealculations
and the output of this step C is cluster data scores, which are used in the next step D
shown in Figure 12.
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4.4 Cluster UPGMA Guide Tree Constructing Method
(K,V)
(Seql:Seq2, Cluster Data Score)
Seql:Seq2
Distance
Score

Seql:Seq2
Cluster Data Scores

{K,V)
{Seq2:Seq3, Cluster Data Score)
Seq2:Seq3
Cluster Data Score

Seq2:Seq3
Distance
Score
(K,V)
(Seql:Seq3, Cluster Data Score)

Seql:Seq3
Cluster Data Score

Seql:Seq3
Distance
Score

Fig.l2. (D) Diagram of cluster UPC IMA guide tree constructing method used by Clustal Omega
as a MapReduce job.

Figure 12 provides a visual representation of the UPGMA method of Clustal Omega
as a distributed MapReduce structure. In this step the previous calculated cluster data
scores from k-means method are inputted into mappers, the key is set as the
sequence identifiers and the value is set as the cluster data scores. These scores are
representing each individual cluster of sequences. The mapper completes UPGMA
guide tree construction for each cluster. The output in this instance is the three
separate UPGMA guide tree distance values for each sequence cluster. Instead of
completing one full guide tree, Clustal Omega algorithm takes each cluster,
constructs a guide tree using UPGMA method and in the next step then it uses all
newly constructed guide tree distance values to complete full UPGMA guide tree.
Producing guide trees in this manner improves the overall quality of the alignment,
considering that UPGMA method assumes all the sequences are of same
evolutionary distance. Therefore it is clear now, why Clustal Omega developers have
returned using UPGMA guide tree constructing method instead of NeighbourJoining method as used by previous Clustal version ClustalW algorithm. Cluster
UPGMA distance values are later used in step E, shown in Figure 13.
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4.5 Full UPGMA Guide Tree Constructing Method

(K,V)
(Seql:Seq2, Distance Score)

Seql:Seq2
Distance Score
(K,V)
{Seq2:Seq3, Distance Score)

(K.V)
(Seql,Distance Score)
(Seq2,Distance Score)
(Seq3,Distance Score)

Seq2:Seq3
Distance Score

Seql:Seq3
Distance Score

(K.V)
(Seql:Seq3, Distance Score)

Fig.l3. (E) Diagram of final UPGMA guide tree constructing method used by Clustal Omega as
a MapReduce job.

Figure 13 show a diagram of final guide tree constructed by UPGMA method used
by Clustal Omega using values from several smaller guide trees and Distance scores
calculated from previous step. In this MapReduce job the key for mapper is the
sequence identifiers and the value is the distance scores. The mapper completes
calculations and reducer is used in this step E in order to bring all the values together
as one large guide tree with individual sequence distance scores. The reducer key is
the sequence identifier, in this stage the sequences are separated and they are not in
permutations anymore eg.Seql not Seql :Seq2. This is done halving the scores of the
distances, considering 2 sequences will share one clade, by coding the mapper to
separate these sequences. The reducer value is the distance score of each sequence.
This can be saved as HDFS and later used in the following step F, as shown in figure
14.

4.6 HHalign Progressive Alignment Method
Step F has been found the most complicated step of Clustal Omega as a distributed
MapReduce job, due to the fact that the theoretically in order for Clustal Omega to
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work it needs and input of two sets of parameters, which are firstly the sequence
identifiers non-permutated with corresponding letters and secondly the sequence
identifiers with previously calculated in full UPGMA guide tree constructing method
distance scores. A proposed version of step F is shown in Figure 14.
(K-V)
(Seql,Distance Score)
(Seql.ADDRVCT..)
{Seq2,Distance Score)
(Seq2,ADDRVCT.-)

>Seql
ADDRVCT...

(K.V)
(Seql.,ADDRVCT..,)
(Seq2.,ADDRVCT...)
(Seq3.,ADRRVCT..i

(Seq3,Distance Score)
(Seq3,ADRRVCT...)

1
>Seq2
ADDRVCT...

if
1

(S«ql,Distance Score)
(Seq2,Distance Score)
(Seq3,Distance Score)

Mapper

>Seq3

Reducer

^ql
^q2

A2DSVC?:.yiAASECVCP?KV
A0D3VC:;.3SAAi!DCVC?:.»:v

Seq3

A3R.3V::r.5AAA.^VF?PW

{K.V)
(MSA seq positron no.. Quality score)

ADRRVCT...

Fig.l4. (F) Diagram of HHalign package guide used by Clustal Omega for building multiple
sequence alignment as a IMapReduce job.

Figure 14 shows HHalign package as distributed MapReduce job for Clustal Omega.
In order to complete the multiple alignment, this step requires sequence identifiers as
the keys and sequence letters with distance scores for each sequence as the values. In
order to complete this, the mapper possibly should have multiple (K.V) components.
In this mapper the key is the sequence identifier and the values are actual sequence
letters and sequence distance scores. This stage F also employs a reducer, which has
a 2 separate (K, V) component. The first key is the sequence identifier and the
corresponding value is the actual letters to be aligned. The second key is the multiple
sequence alignment sequence position number with the corresponding value of
quality score for each position in the multiple sequence alignment. The output of this
step is then produced, showing highly conserved regions, matches and mis-matches.
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4.7 k-tupie Pairwise Alignment Method Further Analyses
(K.V)
Sequence File

Permutations of

(SeqliADDRVCT..)
(Seq2:ADRRVCT...)

A4

A1

Distance
Score

Seq2:Seq3
Distance
Score

S€ql:S€q3
Distance
Score

Fig. 15. Diagram of k-tuple pairwise alignment method used by Clustal Omega as a MapReduce
job, showing tree steps (Al, A2, A3, A4).

Figure 15 shows a further break down of k-tuple pairwise alignment method used by
Clustal Omega. Sequences in the step Al are stored in FASTA format, which are
passed into step A2, were sequences are permutated in order to have different
combinations pairs of sequences to calculate distance scores between them, this
occurs in the step A3. Pairwise alignments must be completed on each sequence pair,
therefore the sequences are firstly converted than stored in permutations.
The step A3 is a stage were sequence combinations are passed into mappers, were
the key is sequence permutation identifiers and the value is the actual sequence
residues. The step A3 is the most complex step, due to the fact that all the
computation and calculation occurs within the mapper. Pairs of sequences are
compared by setting up a k-tuple which is firstly located using hash table, when k is
equal to 2 (maximum value to use for amino acid sequences), the

value is equal to

400 possible k-tuple matches, this requires heavy calculations by the mappers, when
k is equal to 1, the calculation are not as heavy, considering the

value is equal to

20, as explained in chapter 3 k-tuple method section. All k-tuples are located across a
set window size. The best diagonals are picked and dynamic programming is carried
out on only k-tuple matches. Each sequence pairs are compared and distance score is
calculated for each pair.
The last step A4 of the k-tuple is the output of the results gotten from the previous
step which are the sequence identifiers and the distance scores calculated. The new
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results are then saved in HDFS and can be passed on or used by the next MapReduce
job of Clustal Omega algorithm.

4.8 Development Environment
The Clustal Omega algorithm is developed using C and C++ programming
languages which makes it incompatible with Hadoop, which is written in the Java
programming language. In order to develop Clustal Omega as a parallelised
Hadoop/MapReduce algorithm, Clustal Omega algorithm must be written in the
same programming language as Hadoop, therefore each Clustal Omega method (ktuple, mBed, k-means, UPGMA and HHalign) must be re-written using Java, but
more specifically using the complex Map/Reduce API. . To complete this would not
be a trivial task therefore a partial local Java implementation for the k-tuple pairwise
alignment when k=l was developed using Eclipse.
Eclipse is a software development environment which provides an integrated
development environment (IDE). Eclipse can be used for developing applications in
Java as well as C, C++, Perl, Python, R, Ruby through the use of additional plug-ins.
It

is

freely

available

software

and

can

be

downloaded

from

http://www.eclipse.oru/downloads/.
A partial JAVA implementation of the k-tuple pairwise alignment method was
completed when k=l using two sequences was sample input which a user may enter,
as shown in Figure 16.
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IT) *Protein.Java tS

■import java.text.DecimalFormat;
import java.util.Scanner;
public class Protein {
public static void raain(String args[])

{
Scanner U3er_input = new Scanner( System.in );
String fir3t_sequence;

System.out.print("Enter your first sequence: "J;
fir3t_3equence = U3er_input.next( );
String 3econd_3equence;

System.out.print("Enter your second sequence: ");
3econd_3equence = U3er_input.next( );
System.out.println("First sequence:" +first_sequence );
System.out.println("Second sequence:" ^second sequence )

1

String myseql=first_sequence;
String my3eq2=second_sequence;
String match =
int seq_lenl=m.y3eql. length (};
System.out.println(seq_lenl);
int 3eq_len2=my3eq2.length();
System.out.println(seq len2);
for (int i==0; i<3eq_lenl; i++y {
for(int j=0;j<seq_len2;j++){
if(myseql.charAt(i)““my3eq2.charAt(j)){
match+= rcy3eq2.charAt(j);
break;
}
}

System.out.println("match is:
int leni=m.atch. length ();

"+match);

System.out.println("Total Matches:"+lenl);
float 3eqlenl=(float)seq_lenl;
float lenlenl=(float)lenl;

float identity_3core=lenlenl/3eqlenl*100.Of;
double identity_3Corel = identity_3Core;
DecimalFormat df = new DecimalFormat("#.##");
System, out .print ("Identity score : "+df. formiat (identity_scorel) +"%")
float identity=(float)identity_3Corel;
float distance_score=l-(identity/100);
double dist = distance_score;
DecimalForm.at dform = new DecimalForm.at ("#.##") ;
System.out.println("\n");
System, out .println ("Distance score: "+df orm. f orm.at (dist));

}

Fig.l6. Screenshot of Eclipse Development Environment for k-tuple pairwise alignment for
sequence 1 and sequence 2 when k is equal to 2.

Firstly, matches between the input two sequences are identified by aligning the two
sequences and comparing all of their characters. Onee the amount of matches were
discovered the identity score was calculated by dividing the number of matches by
the sum of all paired residues and multiplying it by 100 to get pereentage identity
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score. Once identity scores were calculated, they were converted to distance score by
dividing identity score by 100 and subtracting the value from 1.0. The output of the
program is shown in Figure 17.
Problems Javadoc Declaration f Q Console S3
<terminated> HelloWorld [Java Application] C:\Program FilesN

Enter your first sequence: ATCDHDGFRAA
Enter your second sequence: ATDDKDAEAAA
First sequence:ATCDHDGFRAA
Second sequence:ATDDKDAEAAA
11
11

inatch IS: ATDDAA
Total Matches:€
Identity score:54.55%
Distance score:0.45

Fig. 17. Screenshot of the result got for sequence I and sequence 2 pairwise alignment, which
indicates Identity score of 54.55% and Distance score of 0.45.

After the two sequences are eompared, the total number of residue pairs compared is
11, with 6 of them matching, therefore the identity score is ealeulated to be 54.55%,
this value indicates that sequence 1 and sequence 2 share 54.55% identity between
them. Once the identity score was calculated the identity value was eonverted to
distanee value, which turned out to be 0.45. This value indieated the distance
between the two sequences is 0.45. The output validity was confirmed by using web
based tool EMBOSS Needle, which compares two sequences using NeedlemanWunseh method. This tools output provides identity score and distance seore for the
two sequences compared. The identity score and distance score from local java
implementation of k-tuple method matched the identity and distance score of
EMBOSS Needle, indicating the validity of the partial java implementation.
EMBOSS Needle pairwise alignment web based tool is freely available at:
http://wv\"w.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/psa/emboss needle/.
Eimitations of this partial Java implementation are as follows:
•

Sequences entered by a user must be of the same length.

•

This application of pairwise alignment is not aecountable for gaps.
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•

This application is limited to k=l.

4.9 Chapter Summary
This chapter presents a detailed design of Clustal Omega as distributed
Hadoop/MapReduce structure. Outlines the main methods separately and describes
how possibly each of them work as distributed Hadoop/MapReduce jobs. A partial
Java implementation of the k-tuple pairwise alignment method is provided.
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Chapter 5. Conclusion and Future Outlook
Multiple sequence alignment of DNA and protein sequences is a very important
procedure for fields of molecular biology, computational biology and bioinformatics.
It aids the discovery of new vaccines, explanations and treatment improvement to
some diseases and provides a better understanding of protein structures and functions
also relationships amongst them. Clustal Omega algorithm was chosen, considering
it is the leading MSA algorithm with capabilities to align more than 190,000
sequences on one processor in a few hours.
In this thesis, Clustal Omega was broken down into individual steps such as pairwise
alignment (k-tuple method), clustering (mBed and k-mean methods), guide tree
construction (UPGMA method) and progressive alignment (HHalign method). In
order to construct a Hadoop/MapReduce design of Clustal Omega to cope with
massive sequence data sets, a thorough algorithmic understanding was required as
this forms the basis for parallelised algorithm implementation. Each method of the
Clustal Omega algorithm was found to be complex algorithm, with some such as ktuple pairwise alignment algorithm code dating back as far as 1987. In particular, the
k-tuple code has been re-written in many programming languages since its original
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publications and a thorough detailed explanation with a worked example is missing
in literature. Therefore each component of Clustal Omega was researched and
analysed in great detail in order to design a parallelised Hadoop/Map Reduce version
of Clustal Omega.
In this thesis, the challenges met were firstly sequence size. MapReduce treats each
line in a file as an individual record which poses a challenge to sequence alignment
algorithms due to the fact that biological sequences are stored in formats such as
PASTA or GenBank, which contain multiple lines of sequences. Data must therefore
be manipulated into one line formats or Hadoop must be programmed to
accommodate custom input formats and record readers, which is a very difficult task.
Some efforts have been made in this respect with PASTA input format and record
readers and these would need to be considered for future development.
further challenge noted was that Clustal Omega algorithm as parallelised
Hadoop/MapReduce system would only operate correctly as multiple MapReduce
jobs system. This is due to the interlinked manner of the Clustal Omega algorithm,
where most of the steps depend on the output of the previous step e.g. to pass
distance scores or cluster data scores so that the method can be carried out further.
This possibly could be overcome by employing the Oozie framework. Oozie is a
workflow coordinator system which manages multiple Hadoop/MapReduce jobs.
Oozie workflow jobs arc triggered by time and data availability (Oozie.apache.org).
Another way of overcoming this problem is to run MapReduce job on clusters using
MRI (Message Passing Interface) leading to a hybrid cloud and cluster environment.
A method proposed in (Qiu et al., 2010) called Twister is capable of supporting
applications that need few or many iterations by using a subset of MPI. Twister
method is still at its prototype stage, but yet performs better than basic MapReduce.
Twister method seems to be a promising solution to many scientific applications that
run in iterative manner such as Clustal Omega algorithm.
The future outlook for this thesis would be to develop a working model of Clustal
Omega as a distributed Hadoop/MapReduce system, with a hope to improve the
Clustal Omega algorithm in order to produce higher quality, more accurate multiple
sequence alignments than the original Clustal Omega algorithm. A great deal of time
would have to be put in order to reach this goal. The need is to understand
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would have to be put in order to reach this goal. The need is to understand
biologically how Clustal Omega works in each step, and then be able to apply this
knowledge to cloud computing technology such as Hadoop/MapReduce. Both
disciplines are quite complicated requiring great deal of time to firstly familiarise
with the subject, analyze the algorithm, and understand sequence alignment
procedures such as pairwise alignment, data clustering, guide tree construction and
progressive alignment production.
Clustal Omega would be completely broken down and re-written from the C/C++
programming language to Java programming language in order to work as a
Hadoop/MapReduce job. A good overall understanding of data mining, data
clustering and Hidden Markov Model (HMM) construction would have to be gained.
An understanding of computational complexity of each method involved in Clustal
Omega algorithm would have to be gained in order to improve this algorithm.
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